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life, and incidentally the half of my £5,000 now alas1
gone But I cannot say harsh things, and besides, it
seems to me as indecent for an actor to protest about the
critics as it is for a player to abuse the referee And
so, though they helped to send Charles Ricketts's lovely
scenery, the exquisite costumes that he designed along
with the fine acting of the cast the way to dusty death,
I can only say in the concluding words of Arnold's
letter to me "Peace be with you" Others more
learned in the art of dramatic criticism, must, if they
think that critics do not know their business, show them
how to learn it For of this I am sure, good actors
and good playwrights can only excel under the stimulus
of outspoken criticism "Bashers," like the one at
Malvern, who went to "bump off" Shaw's play, there will
always be they have to earn a living somehow, but the
real critics—Walkley, who was, and Charles Morgan
who is the dramatic cntic of The Times, Desmond
MacCarthy, learned, brilliant and fair as a summer
day, James Agate, Ivor Brown, St John Ervme, S R
Littlewood and others whose work I know but whose
names I know not—are just as necessary to dramatic
art as are good playwrights and good actors
In any case, half my capital was gone
Shall I seek about for another play, another drama, or
shall I try to swim with the tide by producing something
likely to attract a war-weary people? Dnnkwater
brought me a simple, amusing, well-constructed play,
"St George and the Dragon," by Eden Phillpotts I
determined to risk my remaining capital on it The cast
which we chose was a brilliant one Nicholas Hannen,
Meggie Albanesi, Jean Cadell, Ernest Thesiger,
Mary Brough, and Claude King But even their fine
acting could not keep the play running long enough
to give it a chance of growing into success St George
who had never failed England, failed me The Dragon
swallowed up the remainder of my £5,000 of capital

